This is a speculative essay in comparative possibilities. It looks at some widely separated religious contexts in which a power-laden relationship across ontological difference -for instance, between living humans and a world of gods or spirits -is mediated by operations on the materiality of the written sign. These operations typically result in either materializing something immaterial or dematerializing something material. But they may also involve other activities that take advantage of specific physical properties of the written word such as being persistent, transportable, perishable, alienable, and so forth. Once divine words are rendered into script, they possess a distinctively material quality and form. They appear on some physical medium, and so are both durable and potentially destructible. Anything that can happen to another artefact can happen to them. The practices I dub 'spirit writing' subject the written word to radical transformation, taking advantage of its very materiality in order to dematerialize it, even if only in order to be rematerialized in yet some other form (such as a person's body). Many such practices seek to generate or control religious powers by means of transduction across semiotic modalities, material activities that help render experience-transcending forces realistic or at least readily imaginable.
take on an explicitly 'religious' character) -that belongs, at the margins, to a large and highly diverse family of practices I will call, for economy's sake, 'spirit writing' .
In this essay I look at some widely separated religious contexts in which a powerladen relationship across ontological difference -for instance, between living humans and a world of gods or spirits -is mediated by operations on the materiality of the written sign.
2 These operations typically result in either materializing something immaterial or dematerializing something material. But they may also involve other activities that take advantage of specific physical properties of the written word such as being persistent, portable, perishable, alienable, and so forth. Once divine words are rendered into script, they possess a distinctively material quality and form. They appear on some physical medium, and so are both durable and potentially destructible. Anything that can happen to another artefact can happen to them: they can be transported, hidden, revealed, embraced, kissed, spat upon, burned, decorated, copied, ingestedthe possibilities are, in principle, without limit.
Many of these practices subject the written word to radical transformation, taking advantage of its very materiality (the fact of being soluble ink or flammable paper, for instance) in order to dematerialize it, even if only in order to be rematerialized in yet some other form (such as inscription on or ingestion within a person's body). I will argue that such practices often seek to generate religious powers by means of what might be called 'transduction' across semiotic modalities.
3 Consider how a turbine works. It transforms the movement of water into the quite different motion of a mechanical device in order to generate power. The water in motion becomes electrical energy. By analogy, semiotic transduction aims to tap into the power that can be obtained by the very act of transforming something from one semiotic modality to another. Although it is probably true that in most cases the divine source of the words is considered by practitioners to be the ultimate source of power, this alone does not explain the practice. Rather, the ability of humans to gain access to that divine power depends on the act of transformation. It seems these practices develop a notion that the very capacity to alter or move among semiotic modalities is itself a source of efficacy.
I propose that such practices of 'spirit writing' are evidence that the perceptual experience of writing offers some very general features. That is, for all their cultural and historical specificity, practices of materialization and dematerialization draw on ubiquitous properties of writing. These properties are thematized in the practices of transduction. Going against the particularizing trend of much humanistic research, I want to suggest that these practices may open up possible avenues for ethnographic and historical comparison. Comparative endeavours in anthropology and history have long been out of favour, mostly for good reason (see Keane 2003a) , but their rejection has come at a steep cost. This essay, in a frankly speculative spirit, aims to suggest one opening towards the reinvention of the comparative imagination in these fields.
I hasten to add, however, that this does not mean we should leap to any strong universalistic claims about religion, language, or writing. If writing offers affordances of which people might take advantage,it does not determine or require that they do so. 4 Local linguistic and semiotic ideologies are crucial preconditions for any practice of transduction. More generally, of course, any given ethnographic analysis will, in the final instance, depend on a grasp of the particularities of social context, the interpretative frames of culture, the pressures of politics, and contingencies of events. To say this, however, verges on mere truism for contemporary socio-cultural anthropology and allied disciplines. Taking it to be axiomatic that'context is everything' , anthropologists sometimes forget to ask what can count as 'context' . The affordances sketched out here can be understood as aspects of context as much as any culturally, sociologically, or politically specific circumstance. Indeed, one might argue that even the ubiquitous, trans-contextual aspects of writing are themselves conditions of possibility for the kinds of historical difference on whichanthropologyhastendedtodwell.Onereasonhastodowiththeinherenthistoricity that is implicit in the very materiality -and thus sociality -of religious practice, and the semiotic ideologies it presupposes.
5 But I cannot fully develop that claim within the limits of this essay.
Inscription in the body
In its materiality, writing shares some features with any physical entity that might be taken as a sign. Certain basic themes of spirit writing are apparent, for instance, in non-literate divination. Haruspicy or entrails divination was commonplace on Sumba, in eastern Indonesia, at the end of the twentieth century. (It is noteworthy that Sumbanese sometimes called haruspicy 'our writing' , comparable to the writing systems possessed by the Javanese, Balinese, Arabs, and the former colonizers, the Dutch, and closely associated with their political, economic, and cultural power.
6 ) In Sumba, the living interacted with ancestral spirits by means of spoken words. Spirits were not represented in iconic form, nor did people have clear ideas about where the spirits might be located. Verbal interaction with spirits imposed a material requirement, that it be accompanied by the sacrifice of an animal, such as a chicken or pig. Speech was conveyed to the animal, whose demise enabled it to carry words to the dead. But the dead are located somewhere beyond the realm of human sensual experience. The diviner thus faced a common religious problem, namely how do those who exist beyond our perceptions, those whom we cannot see, hear, smell, or feel, respond to us? 7 In Sumba, the conventional solution was to open up the dead animal after the sacrifice and seek out signs in its intestines or liver.
The marks on entrails are visible answers to spoken questions. One of their fundamental properties is that they cross semiotic modalities. They reply to speech in a medium other than speech. In the process, they also respond to denotational language with indexical (and sometimes iconic) signs.
8 Thus a shift of medium can alter pragmatic functions and the relative weighting of semiotic characteristics, a shift to which the multiple relations among linguistic form, semantics, and pragmatics readily lend themselves. What is crucial here is that this relationship of semiotic difference between query and reply is paralleled by that between the ontological planes in which the agents are situated. The marks on entrails are physical signs that arrive from a non-physical world, which otherwise remains invisible and silent. Their very character as signs embodies the ontological problem to which they are posed, for at the start of the ritual it is never certain whether the spirits are present. Entrails reading is a response to the problem of interaction with non-manifest others. The spirits enter the perceptual world via the hidden interior of the body; in this case, that of the sacrificial animal. The act of opening that body and reading its entrails draws attention to the very invisibility of the sources of those marks.
The scenario staged by entrails reading shows some basic problems to which spirit writing is often meant as a solution: how does one cope in practical terms with an invisible and silent world, and what can one hope to gain from doing so (Keane 2007) ? This is the practical expression of an ontological dilemma. To the extent that living humans seek out relations with an invisible and silent world, then they will tend to encounter difficulties centring on their own materiality as well as that of the world they perceive and the media for action that are available to them.
In the study of religion, there are two traditional approaches to such problems (Keane 2008) . One starts from what we might (in shorthand) call a religious perspective; the other does not, but they are symmetrical. If, on the one hand, we begin by taking the existence of some realm beyond immediate sense perception as given, then the question will take the form 'How does that world reach us? How can we reach it?' If, on the other hand, we start from the position (again in shorthand) of an outsider to the religious perspective, that sensual perceptions of a material world are the given, then the question can be formulated as 'What perceptions will count as signs of something beyond? How do material practices make the invisible world a presupposable ground for what practitioners perceive? How do people produce the immaterial using the material means available to them?' Although I will start from the latter perspective, it is important to bear in mind its logical relationship to the former. And spirit writing can work in both directions, as noted above: in some cases materializing the immaterial, in others dematerializing the material.
The reading of entrails gives a practical means of coping with the uncertainties implied by the questions 'Are you there spirits? Can you hear me? Can I hear you?' and draws its force in part from the capacity to transform one semiotic modality, speech, into another, physical marks. The reading of entrails displays a logic that is parallel to one of the ways in which script can manifest spirit. Both practices seem to treat writing as a means of bringing something into the empirical realm through a process of externalization.
Balinese practices offer another example of how one might see writing as the externalization of something that otherwise remains inside the body and inaccessible to the senses, albeit one developed with reference to a semiotic ideology quite different from those prevailing on Sumba. Reversing the premise of much modern linguistics, that speech ontogenically precedes writing, Balinese traditionally considered letters to be contained within the body and to be written on the tongue; speech is a subsequent and derivative manifestation of this prior writing. Thus 'sacred syllables uttered by the priest ...[are] a vehicle of power and they can affect the outer world because they are a distillation of the written language within the body, a literal exhalation or ex-pression (forcing out) of inner power toward some external goal' (Zurbuchen 2000: 96; see also Rubinstein 2000) . This example reveals several common features of spirit writing. First, it portrays writing as emerging from an enclosed and therefore invisible interior space. This seems to be one way of making sense, in concrete terms, of the relationship between nonmanifest and manifest worlds; or to put it another way, it seems to find in perception a correlative to a non-perceptible realm. Second, the Balinese seem to be thinking of languageatleastasmuchintermsof thematerialityof thebodyasintermsof mind.
9 Third, the Balinese case portrays the externalization of that which is hidden, or control over that possibility, as being an exercise of power (cf. Wiener 1995) . I will return to these points below. Here, however, I want to elaborate a second aspect of the question. For if writing is one instance of the very general problem of materiality for religion, it is also something more specific: an instance of problems concerning language.
Logos and transcendence
In 726 CE, the Byzantine emperor Leo III banned the worship of icons and initiated a period of iconoclasm in the Christian Orthodox Church. The politics and theology of this ban lie beyond the reach of this essay (see Louth 2007) . It is relevant to reflect, however, on the basic logic that it carried out. The ban on worshipping visual images, mere physical objects, derives to an important degree from the core concept of divine transcendence (Belting 1994) . Whatever else iconoclasm does, it works to sharpen the distinction between spirit and that which can be manifested to the senses. This distinction marks precisely the gap that spirit writing is meant to bridge. In response to the ban, St John of Damascus wrote a treatise in defence of the veneration of divine images (Louth 2002) . Among other things, it was a defence of materiality itself. Identifying the iconoclast's sharp opposition between spirit and matter with that between good and evil, he admonished the reader 'do not despise matter, for it is not despicable. Nothing is that which God has made. This is the Manichean heresy' (John of Damascus 1994: 17) .
St John of Damascus's argument rests on one of the distinctive features of Christian theology, the doctrine of incarnation. As he put it, this doctrine holds that God, being aware of human limitations, condescended to become flesh in the form of Jesus. But if the doctrine is about materiality and morality, it can also take a distinctly linguistic turn. In the words of the Apostle John, 'the Word became flesh and made his dwelling among us' (John 1:14). So although St John of Damascus was primarily interested in visual representations, to substantiate his thesis he also drew on ideas about the experience of language:
Just as the Word made flesh remained the Word, so flesh became the Word remaining flesh, becoming, rather, one with the Word through union. Therefore I venture to draw an image of the invisible God, not as invisible, but as having become visible for our sakes through flesh and blood. I do not draw an image of the immortal Godhead. I paint the visible flesh of God, for it is impossible to represent a spirit, how much more God who gives breath to the spirit (John of Damascus 1994: 4-5).
By 'Word' of course, St John of Damascus was referring to Logos, which is certainly not strictly linguistic. 10 To reduce some complex theological discussions to rudimentary form, references to Logos and other linguistic terms often arose in Christian traditions as a way of understanding the relationship between divinity and incarnation. In Augustinian thinking, for example, references to language developed the idea that as inner thought is to outer utterance, so God is to the incarnation. The Augustinian analogy draws on a particular understanding of the language. In this particular linguistic ideology, language has a dual character, existing as both immaterial inner thought and material outer expression.
11
Without conflating Augustine's view with that of St John of Damascus, the former does suggest a way to understand the latter's invocation of language in a defence of icons. As outer expression, St John of Damascus's portrayal of language seems to treat it as being like other physical substances in certain key respects. We might surmise that the analogy depends on the fact that speech has form (phonological, morphological, and syntactic) and substance (sound), in addition to semantic and pragmatic functions. I suggest that writing pushes this materiality still further, giving it orthographic form and, if we include the writing medium and surface on which it depends, other physical properties as well. Like other artefacts, the written word has special characteristics that distinguish it from speech, being, for instance, portable, durable, and destructible. The concept of Logos can be seen as one way of responding to a widespread (but not universal) religious problem of grasping the relationship between the immanent world of familiar sense perceptions and the transcendent world of divinity. It deals with this potentially abstruse conceptual and practical problem by drawing on a more familiar intuition (again, not necessarily universal) that language can take the form both of inner thought and outer substance.
It is important to stress that even where this intuition is found, it need not necessarily be of great local interest or require any particular treatment. Relations between inner and outer, materiality and immateriality are problems only as they come to be thematized in specific semiotic ideologies, given certain political, religious, or other historically specific circumstances (Keane 2007 ; see also Eisenlohr 2009) . At the time St John of Damascus was writing, for instance, the theological requirements of Christian orthodoxy meant that the separation of spirit and matter also required constant vigilance against idolatry. Therefore, at risk of falling into the Manichaeism he eschewed, even while defending materiality against any dichotomous association with evil, St John of Damascus still had to mark that boundary, and so he wrote: 'I do not worship matter, I worship the God of matter, who became matter for my sake, and deigned to inhabit matter, who worked out my salvation through matter' (John of Damascus 1994: 15-16). But as suggested by the several bouts of iconoclasm that have recurred across Christian history, if spirit means transcendence, then materialization and people's responses to the perception of things constantly threaten to become problems. People must learn to look beyond the material sign to a source in a realm that lies outside the senses. Image and word must be treated as pointing to something other than themselves. The theologically motivated need to distinguish between sign and signified underwrites a semiotic ideology, largely implicit in practices (albeit in this case also grounded in explicit theological teachings, or the worries about mediation they induce; see Eisenlohr 2009) . Writing lends itself to appropriation within activities that deal with the invisible world by virtue of the way in which it lends to language some of the properties common to physical artefacts.
For all its specificity, however, the Christian doctrine of incarnation bears on a general problem faced by those who want to deal with a spirit world (if they conceive of that world as lying beyond the senses -which, of course, is not always the case): in just what way can any being that transcends the material world actually be available to perception? The idea of Logos is a highly abstract answer to this question, albeit one that makes use of an analogy based in ordinary linguistic habits. But there are many ways to answer this question not in theory but in practice.
The three examples I have introduced so far -the shredding of documents, the reading of entrails, and the rhetorical identification of language and icons -illustrate a nested set of problems to which spirit writing can be one response. First is the very general religious problem of the materialization of spirit. It is a problem that a wide range of practices, such as linguistic expression, images, altars, and relics, are meant to address. Within this larger religious problem we can identify a more specific problem, the materialization of spirit in language. Practices that deal with this problem include the use of scriptures, prayers, mantras, sermons, hymns, and so forth. More specific yet is the problem of the materialization of spirit in language in script. Here we encounter practices such as tattooing, the use of amulets, writing-based divination, ingestion of script in the form of potions, the production of obscure or biomorphic calligraphy, monumental inscription, prayer flags and wheels, physical manipulation of sacred texts, and many other practices that treat writing as a material substance with a specific form. The shredding of documents in New York shows how operations on writing can partake of the more common intuition that what happens physically to signs can affect those things of which they are signs. The reading of entrails exemplifies how writing and other semiotic marks can serve as vehicles of communication between the world of the senses and one that is supposed to lie beyond it. The doctrine of Logos exemplifies how script can help make immaterial spirit material, and thus make it present for those for whom it might otherwise be absent. But the practices of spirit writing to which I now turn serve functions beyond those of communicating (and, by implication, of reference and denotation) and making present. They draw on the fact that any materialization must have a form; and any form opens up more than one possible meaning or use.
Materializing and dematerializing the word I am suggesting that spirit writing takes up certain affordances that are latent in certain properties of language and writing wherever they occur. But any given development of an affordance depends on the nature of people's experiences of language and writing. Such experiences are not direct reflections of linguistic and material properties, but are mediated by particular linguistic and, more generally, semiotic ideologies.
12 As I have noted, for the many traditions of semiotic ideology that do not share, say, the Saussurean doctrine of the arbitrariness of the sign, or related assumptions in contemporary academic theories of language, the forms of writing can be significant in nonaccidental, ways. For instance, writing can be iconic: that is, the very shape of script can itself manifest divine immanence through resemblance. Thus, in some Islamic mystical teachings, [t] he letters themselves form an important part of the symbolical language in mystical and profane poetry and prose, some of them being charged with high religious qualities. Alif, the first letter, a straight line, numerical value I, is the chiffre for the graceful slim stature of the beloved, but at the same time, and much more, the symbol of Allah, the One God, free from every worldly quality, the Absolute Unity ... In poetry, mim is the symbol of the small, dot-like mouth of the beloved ... Many letters ... have been compared to the curls or tresses of the beloved (Schimmel 1970: 12-13 ; see also Schimmel 1994 ).
This doctrine seems to crystallize a widespread notion, that the formal properties of writing are neither accidental nor merely conventional.
If, by contrast, language is viewed (within the terms of a given semiotic ideology) as an arbitrary sign, and writing as a second-order arbitrary sign of that sign, then it makes sense to focus on spoken language as ontogenically and logically prior to writing. In that case, linguistic form should not be taken to be meaningful in itself. One should not make anything of apparent iconicity: for instance, the apparent resemblance between the letter o and an open mouth -one might notice the resemblance, but not find it a plausible candidate for an efficacious practice. Here iconicity of visual form is an affordance that is not taken up in principle. But if, conversely, language is a divine emanation, then in itself it is already a divine presence, and its form is part of that presence. This is one reason given in the Islamic tradition for the non-translatability of the Qur'an. Having been transmitted orally by the angel Gabriel, the text was first received by the Prophet as certain sounds. Those sounds are an inalienable part of the sacred text that was transmitted. Moreover, since translation is a function of linguistic diversity, to translate the sacred text would implicate it in human differences and the potential for conflict; it is only as a unitary Arabic text that the Qur'an remains stable as a text that is identical in all possible circumstances (Messick 1993) . And in addition, if language is an aspect of divine presence, then this might also apply to its visible embodiment as script. A version of this notion is found in the Balinese idea that letters are found in the body, and emerge as sound. In this view, spoken sound is derivative of a prior script.
Once attention is drawn to the potential significance of the written form, then script can be manipulated to take advantage of it. In Java, as in many other Islamic societies in which iconographic production is constrained, scribes have developed calligraphic techniques for depicting birds and other animals composed out of letters. In such cases, the script is usually not meant to be read. What is important is to perceive that the visual image of the animal consists of words. The viewer might not understand them, but knows they are there. The result is an allegory of divine immanence in creation (Behrend 1996: 198) . This strategy of dealing with the more general problem of immanence and transcendence makes use of the dual character of language as both form and semantic content. Something similar may motivate a very common practice in both Arabic and Chinese writing traditions: the calligraphic production of abstract designs so complex that the result is illegible (Robson 2008; Schimmel 1970) . Presumably such practices are playing with the aesthetic possibilities of script as a graphic system. But they also seem to imply some notion that even illegible words still maintain a degree of power or efficacy, beyond any merely communicative or archival function. That is, they are versions of the focus on a religious problem of presence.
A common kind of spirit writing that responds to the problem of the presence of spirits or divinity is the amulet or talisman (e.g. Skemer 2006) . The Jewish mezuzah is one version of an amulet and can be used to demonstrate some of their general features. The mezuzah is a small cylindrical container into which a scrolled parchment is inserted. Written on the parchment is the statement of faith (the Shema). In accordance with scriptural directive, the mezuzah is posted on the door-frame. Once posted, the contents of the mezuzah are no longer visible, and the words -which are, after all, semantically transparent, and, in another context, entirely legible -will never be read. According to one semi-popular source, 'In Hebrew, the word for human dwelling is dirah, while the word for animal dwelling is dir. The difference between these two words is the letter hey -signifying the Name of God. The presence of God in one's home is what distinguishes us as uniquely human' (Simmons 2008) . This source adds that most mitzvot (acts that fulfil a divine commandment) have the power to protect while the actors are actively engaged in performing them, but the mezuzah is unique because it protects them even as they sleep. What the commentary emphasizes are two characteristic features of the amulet as a medium for establishing divine presence. One is that by treating writing as a physical object, the amulet stabilizes divine language in a way that markedly contrasts to the evanescence of the speech event. The presence of the object itself indexically presupposes the (more or less) permanent presence of that language. If that language is in turn indexically linked to its divine sources, the result is a mode of presence that is at least potentially the vehicle for enduring agency. (Of course, this agency depends on additional, more culturally and theologically specific, ideas about the powers of language beyond those about writing itself, but that response to writing is a crucial element this tradition shares with others.)
Consider now another kind of spirit writing. Both Jewish and Muslim popular traditions include techniques for ingesting texts. One method is to write a scriptural passage on a piece of paper, burn it, and dissolve the ashes in a liquid to produce a potion that will then be ingested. Others consist of infusing a liquid with a written text. For example, one may write a passage on the interior surface of a bowl or on a flat board, using water-soluble ink, then, filling the bowl or washing off the board with water, use the resulting solution as a potion. For the Berti of Sudan, [t] he highest form of the possession of the Koran is its commitment to memory, which amounts to its internalization in the head, the superior part of the body, whence it can be instantly reproduced by recitation. But the Koran can also be internalized in the body by being drunk. Although drinking the Koran is seen as being far less effective than memorizing it, it is superior to carrying it on the body through the use of amulets. A major disadvantage of amulets is that they are liable to be lost, left behind or rendered ineffective by exposure to ritual pollution (El-Tom 1985: 416) .
Notice a formal parallel to the logic of entrails reading. Both techniques work with the movement between the exterior and interior of the body in order to manipulate relations between visible and invisible orders of reality. In the Berti case, mental and corporal internalization seem to be similar, if unequal, processes.
Like the amulet, these techniques can be understood as a means of taking advantage of certain features of writing in order to deal with the problem of presence posed by an ontological gap. Of course, writing alone is not sufficient to generate such practices. They also depend on semiotic ideologies concerning both the efficacy of divine speech acts and the capacity of the written word to retain that efficacy. Thus, according to the Berti, 'God himself created things by uttering "words". The belief is clearly Koranic, as can be attested to by a few verses which are often used in erasure [and text ingestion]: ... "when He decrees a thing, He says concerning it: Be, and it is" ' (El-Tom 1985: 417). But the important point is that practices give doctrines the sense of immediate reality, and expose them to further, non-doctrinal, potentially open-ended, possibilities derived from people's encounters with writing.
These ingestion techniques and text-bearing amulets depend on the prior existence of scripture, and thus build in a basic premise of certain religious traditions that a principal means by which divinity manifests itself to humans is through words. To be sure, divinity may also appear in the form of rituals, relics, prophets, saints, miracles, icons, visions, holy places, laws, prohibitions, spirit possession, and so forth. But many scriptural traditions emphasize scripture and liturgy as people's primary, most regularly available, and most controllable access to divinity for ordinary persons, even if they cannot read the text. In the Islamic case, the source of the scripture itself is revealing (Graham 1977; Rahman 1994) . The angel Gabriel spoke to the Prophet Muhammad. So the primary link between the phenomenal world of the scripture reader and the non-phenomenal world of the divine is the aural transmission of words. But, importantly, Muhammad himself was illiterate. He memorized the text and in turn transmitted it by reciting the words to scribes. In contrast to, say, bardic traditions of oral transmission, the role of the scribes in this tradition seems to make salient a certain characteristic of the spoken word: that it is evanescent, at least in its most immediately perceptible character, as sound.
Writing and semiotic transduction
If an amulet or a stone inscription seems to draw upon the materiality of writing in order to foreground permanence, ingestion works with certain other latent possibilities one might find within the material substance of writing. What comes to the fore is the potency that derives from the very capacity to transform the word from one semiotic modality to another. This is not a simple matter of translation, transformation, or metamorphosis. As I have suggested, a better term might be transduction: the act of transforming something across semiotic modalities in order to produce or otherwise have effects on power.
Semiotic transduction focuses on movement, from invisible to visible, from immaterial to material, and from intelligible to sensible (or, in each pair, the reverse). 13 It may be an especially appropriate means of drawing power from a spirit or divine source because of the ways in which this movement can manifest the relations between worlds non-phenomenal and phenomenal. The practices of transduction I have touched on here each, in some way, seem to imply an analogy: as thought is to speech is to writing, so the unknowable realm of the spirit is to knowledge about the realm of spirit (e.g. as given in scripture) is to practical relations with spirit. In short, these uses of writing are responses to the problem of presence in the active mode of semiotic transduction, taken as a means of generating power.
The idea of transduction is not, of course, something that is necessarily explicit. There may be no doctrine to justify it. Rather, it often seems to be one possible intuitive response to writing and its relation to sound and thought, manifested in the kinds of practices I have called spirit writing. Again, I want to stress that this does not imply any universal claim about writing or the conclusions people will draw from it. But it is important to consider how the aural and visual materiality of language, in its spoken and written forms, and the potential contrast between materialized language and inner speech, do make certain responses possible. Those responses to writing are in turn available for appropriation, given certain historical conditions and specific kinds of problems. Thus St John of Damascus's invocation of the image of Logos, whatever else it involved historically and theologically, at a certain level was making use of a felt distinction between inner speech and outer expression in order to convey the relationship between materiality and divinity. The text-bearing amulet, whatever the particular social and cultural context in which it emerges, draws on people's encounters with written texts in order to cope with the practical demand for portable, enduring, and physically intimate access to divine power.
To the extent that language has a material dimension, it necessarily has form (phonological, sonic, morphological, calligraphic, etc.) . And however much people may be inattentive to or even unaware of those forms in the more or less automatic habits of ordinary language use, under some circumstances and in some practices the materiality of language may become salient to their awareness. Roman Jakobson (1960) observed something like this long ago, in his analysis of poetics. The concrete forms language takes can become practical and conceptual affordances or provocations that (under certain circumstances and given certain problems or aspirations) people can take up. They may do so through a material practice,such as turning speech into writing,putting writing into a container to serve as an amulet, or burning it, or swallowing it. This seems to be what happened in New York in 2007: people invented new practices that seem to respond to the ubiquitous experience of documentation in contemporary life, the tactile properties of paper, and, I imagine, the violence of the shredding action itself. 14 Moreover, in reflecting on their experience of forms, and the practices they involve, people may develop new ideas. In some cases, the very idea of 'spirit' may be a backformation, a reaction to the recalcitrant palpability of things, or a trope on their potential for being rendered impalpable. However, nothing necessitates such reactions. The experience of writing will only become salient and only suggest possible actions under certain social conditions and historical circumstances, given certain expectations, puzzles, or needs. For example, the concept of Logos might not have suggested itself, or at least seemed an especially useful image, had early Christianity not had to distinguish itself against Manichaeism or idol worship. The shredder would not have invited the destruction of memories were New Yorkers not thoroughly habituated to identify themselves with bureaucratic and other written documents.
There is in principle no limit to which aspects of writing people might respond to or take advantage of. To repeat, nothing about writing will determine that it be the basis for any particular practice. Also, the very same practices may, depending on the context, bring into salience different dimensions of writing. Burning, for example, might be a means of reducing writing to invisibility (as in everyday Chinese ritual paper-burning) or as a step towards ingestion (as described above), or it may be a vehicle for the production of light or of smoke or of smells. Also, writing does not inherently have any specific effects. It may, for example, allow a certain degree of either alienation (words written by unknown authors in unintelligible languages) or intimacy (words tattooed on the skin, worn as an amulet, ingested as a potion).
Writing has the potential of bringing into play a potentially indefinite number of contrasts. Here are just a few examples: origin/stasis/dispersal; or alienable/inalienable; or sound/sight/touch/smell; or author/scribe/reader; agent/patient; or content/form; or hidden/revealed. Any one of these sets of contrasts (and they need not take binary form) has the potential to serve a practice mediating relations between distinct ontological domains or characters. Although these different dimensions of writing will coexist, in any given historical context any actual practice will make use of or bring into salience only a few of them (Keane 2003b) . The practice may focus, for example, on iconicity (letters may take their efficacy from a purported resemblance to body parts), detachability (writing may be separated from its owner or author), circulability (the evangelical pamphlet -like a letter in a bottle cast out to sea -may fetch up in an unknown destination), or durability (a text hidden away for some future discoverer like a time capsule). But over historical time, one may switch from a focus on one aspect to another; as long as the properties coexist, that possibility remains, and may be realized in some future historical context. Thus the sonic form of ritual performance may give rise to illuminated manuscript -or to art music in a concert hall.
Different actions entail different roles for the body: for instance, script is the trace of the motion of the hand, recitation transforms script into voiced sound, tattooing turns the skin into a linguistic medium. All of these can help produce a perceptual contrast to the efforts of trying to make sense of another person's words, or to the silent verbalizations of one's own inner thoughts. Different actions give rise to distinct kinds of social roles for the actors: for example, the author of words may be different from their scribe, who may differ from the person who reads those words out loud or another who interprets them (Goffman 1981) . These roles differ in turn from that of the person who sets the writing into an amulet, and in turn from the person who eventually wears the amulet. Thus we can see multiple planes along which comparisons might be possible, and along which the very same traditions may undergo transformation over the course of their histories. A form of writing that originated, perhaps, as a technology to aid the memory of a reciter might, in time, enter into technologies of social transmission and spatial circulation. Once materialized, those words are subject to any of the actions to which any material artefact is prone: the Torah may derive its sacred power from the divine source of the words and their pedagogic efficacy, but the scroll itself is also, potentially, something that can be decorated, shrouded, displayed, carried in procession, and kissed.
The religious work of transduction
If we treat haruspicy as a quasi-reading practice at the limit, we can see that it treats question and answer as operating in distinct media, whose differences of semiotic modality are functions of the ontological characters of their respective authors. In other kinds of spirit writing, distinctions among media seem to centre more on differences among agentive capacities of different participants.Prayer wheels,the mezuzah,or a scroll hidden inside the figurine of a god all derive their efficacy from aspects of language that are notably not due to the voice, and take advantage of the capacity of written language to function in the absence of an author or speaker. Part of the appeal of the pronounced separation of voice and language in such instances seems to lie in the notion that the written words continue to function even when the human agent is not engaged in activity. The emphasis may be on extending the human's agency, or, conversely (where, for instance, local emphasis is on the fallibility of human agency), obviating it.
Some practices of spirit writing may value voice over writing, and others value writing over voice; nothing about speech or writing dictates that one or the other should be accorded the higher place or greater power. Nor do formal theologies necessarily state explicitly what their relations should be. As is well known, Derrida (1976) builds his critique of a certain metaphysical tradition on the way it takes the voice to manifest the authenticating presence of the speaking subject. By contrast, some kinds of spirit writing may take their guarantees precisely from the absence of the speaker. For example, in what we might call the Ozymandias effect, script that seems to have come from a now vanished and forgotten author may bear extra authority by virtue of that separation between unknown origin (in this respect, similar to an imperceptible otherworld) and ourselves. Its power lies not, or not solely, in what it says denotationally, but in the very fact that it addresses us from a lost world. The absence of the author makes the text an indexical icon of the gap across which it speaks to us, providing direct evidence of the power of the text over time, and offering a palpable image of our distance from its sources in the past. By operating on this absence,transduction can bring it into salience.Or,viewing the material durability of script from another angle, the authority of a scripture may derive from its apparent permanence, and thus its ability to speak to an indefinitely distant future audience. Here the text may be iconic of power over time itself, by virtue of its apparent ability to enter into communication with eternity.
Again, the fact that no one can see the writing in an amulet may be an important source of its intuitive power. One may know the writing is there but it is invisible. In this respect, the persistence of its effectiveness under conditions of invisibility makes it like a certain kind of divine being (and, perhaps, brings into salience a palpable distinction between knowledge and sense perception that may give extra weight to a theological assertion: for instance, if the latter makes knowledge claims about that which lies beyond physical experience). If one takes the power of the amulet to be independent of form, meaning, or communicative function, one may also intuit another parallel to the spirit world: it functions in itself, just by virtue of being there, rather than by virtue of some effective mechanism.
Ideas like this could, of course, simply be matters of doctrinal teaching. But what is important about focusing on the practice rather than the belief is that it suggests how the belief comes to seem especially plausible because it seems to arise directly from concrete experiences. In this way, aspects of experience that are potentially available to any cultural tradition at all can, in concrete circumstances, become affordances that support or serve very specific ideas, problems, or needs. Each of the examples I have touched on here suggests,albeit only in sketchy form,how the palpability of writing can enter into practical responses to certain problems posed by immateriality. Through their attempts to overcome the perceived gap between practitioners and the divine or spirit world, the resulting practices help give a sensuous and shareable reality to the silence of a spirit world that might otherwise remain only a private intuition (such as being subjectively affected by a divine or ghostly presence) or a propositional formulation (such as a creed).
The three-step movement from mental to spoken to written word, or vice versa, can be one way of perceiving relations between the spirit world and humans. Transductions among different semiotic modalities are practical analogues for relations between phenomenal and non-phenomenal worlds.But they are not merely representations.They derive their efficacy,in part,from their manifest manipulation of the relationship between two domains by operating within the world of perception. Spirit writing can emphasize this sense of movement across semiotic modalities and endow those relations with a heightened sense of reality. By focusing on the materiality of script, and sharpening its separationfromeithersenseorsound,spiritwritingcantherebyalsosharpentheintuition that an ability to effect a transformation from one to the other requires power or is itself power-generating. This is the religious work of semiotic transduction.
The possibilities of comparison Again, I must emphasize that writing only offers raw materials that need not be taken up in any particular way, or be taken up at all. Whether they are noticed, and whether, being noticed, they are seen to be interesting or provocative, and if so, exactly how they are taken up in practice, are functions of semiotic ideologies, arising within larger representational economies, and thereby have an irreducibly historical nature. It is these contexts that help establish degrees of plausibility (e.g. why it should seem reasonable that drinking the word might be efficacious or that one's fate may be tied to bureaucratic documents) and the relative salience of certain conceptual challenges (as with the need to resist the temptations of Manichaeism) or pragmatic problems (such as a conviction that divine presence is inherently uncertain). But affordances may play a more dialectical role in the ways in which they are taken up, not simply allowing themselves to be used in order to deal with existing problems, but even inviting new ways of thinking about them and presenting new problems in turn. Presumably Sumbanese have not thought since time immemorial that the divinatory marks on chicken entrails are like writing. Once they are recognized as like writing, however, the possibility that they form an alternative to scripture may be subject to further elaboration.
But to point out the obvious role of historical context should not lead to the conclusion that spirit writing is invented from scratch in each cultural world, or that each case can only be understood in its specificity -that the incommensurability of contexts means comparison can only be misleading. The conjunctions brought into this brief essay should allow us to ask what is it about writing that allows for the recurrence of similar practices, either because of their ready adoption or because of their reinvention. To ask this question can be an opening to comparison, by way of a focus on the materiality of language and people's encounters with it. Among other things, asking this question may help us notice cases like Sherlock Holmes's famous 'dog that did not bark in the night': that is, to look more closely into circumstances where a possible experience is denied, or an affordance not taken up where it might have been. The suppression of possibilities is quite different from their mere absence. We might surmise, for instance, that there is some aspect of their experiences of material things that iconoclasts and iconodules share such that they develop very strong but opposing positions; and, further, that what they share distinguishes both iconoclasts and iconodules from others who are simply indifferent to the power of icons altogether. To attend to their common encounter with objects may -at least in some key respects -be more revealing than treating iconoclasts, iconodules, and the indifferent as simply creating distinct and unrelated interpretations of the icon.
Moreover, for a given particular practice, those aspects of writing that it takes up and develops can be recognizable from afar. It is important to stress that this recognizability across contexts itself has historical consequences. Comparison is not only a scholarly device; it may be even more compelling for practitioners whose primary aims are not academic or analytical. After all, religious history is not just a story of revelations, inventions, or developments within isolated traditions; it is also one of constant encounters between traditions, involving imitations, inversions, prohibitions, and refusals. All of these encounters depend on people's capacity to see something they might make sense of, or find compelling, or even repugnant, in what strangers are doing. Neither the Sumbanese diviner nor the Berti healer would find the activities of New Yorkers on Good Riddance Day utterly alien. It is precisely this recognizability that helps explain the vigilance with which certain traditions must guard against 'fetishism' , a vigilance, after all, which implicitly acknowledges that material things manifest an appeal to which one might otherwise succumb (Keane 2007; Pietz 1985) . Anthropologists and historians may rightly be wary of the political and epistemological risks that comparison poses. But people of all sorts are comparing all the time, and it behooves us to take seriously not just their desire to find something recognizable in alien practices, but also the conditions that make that recognition possible.
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1 This is a subset of the even broader topic, people's inventive appropriations of the materiality of language. This materiality includes phonological and other formal features of speech, and is taken up by everything from puns and poetry to political book-burning. For an overview of the topic in religious contexts, see Keane (1997) . 2 The history of texts, literacies, and reading practices is, of course, inseparable from political power (Bauman & Briggs 2003; Collins & Blot 2003 -Ginzburg [1980 offers a classic case of reading against domination, Cody [2009] an insightful account of the power relations surrounding the signature). But since their connections are neither straightforward nor, I think, determinative, for purposes of this brief essay they are kept analytically distinct. I will also have to bracket the topic of reading practices (see also note 11).
3 I owe this image to Silverstein (2003a) .There,however,the concept is used with reference to the more specific topic of translation between languages, rather than the movement along the whole range of semiotic modalities that I am interested in here.Silverstein's central concern,in that essay,is with the reconstruction of pragmatically analogous indexical presuppositions and entailments across different linguistic systems. Although indexical constancy across contexts plays a role in my account of transduction as well, I chose here to emphasize shifts in the materializations that semiotic forms may take, and the consequences of those differences -which may include shifts in emphasis between denotation, indexicality, and iconicity. For another use of the term 'transduction' , in Science and Technology Studies, with an emphasis on emergence, see Mackenzie (2002) . 4 The concept of affordance was introduced in Gibson (1977) . 5 There is a vast literature on the difficulty, impossibility, or political risks of defining 'religion' across contexts. My treatment here is limited, and based on an earlier attempt to bring the analysis of materiality to bear more directly on the question (Keane 2008) .
6 Divination seems to invite comparison to writing in very different contexts; parallel claims are made by Afro-Caribbean practitioners, for example (S. Palmié, pers. comm.). For the relation of bone oracles to the origins of writing in China, see Li (2008) and Smith (2008) .
7 A good account of Sumbanese haruspicy is provided in Kuipers (1990) . 8 I am grateful to an anonymous reviewer of this article for stressing this point. Indexicality refers to signs insofar as they are directly affected by their objects: for example, by causality (smoke indexes fire) or proximity (the exit sign indexes the door out). The concept of indexicality is useful for, among other things, situating signs in a world of space and time, and drawing attention to the role of inference (in contrast, say, to pre-existing conventions and rules for interpretation, a point emphasized in Gell 1998). For a thoroughgoing development of indexicality for social analysis, see Silverstein (2003b) . Iconicity refers to the way in which a sign is linked to its object by resemblance: for example, as in diagrams or onomatopoeic sounds.
9 For the cultural elaboration and political implications of the idea that a person's thoughts are hidden inside the body, see the essays in Rumsey & Robbins (2008) . 10 Elsewhere he writes about the ordinary experiences of speech quite directly to talk about access to spirit: '[J]ust as we hear with our bodily ears audible words and understand something spiritual, so through bodily sight we come to spiritual contemplation' (quoted in Louth 2002: 207) .
11 Augustine famously registered his surprise on first encountering silent reading,a reminder of the historicity of any phenomenology of the written word (see Augustine 1999; Stock 1998) . More generally, it has been argued that the experience of inner speech was transformed by the advent of widespread literacy,and eventually,of silent reading (see, e.g., Boyarin 1993; Olson 1994 : Silverstein & Urban 1996 ; for the classic general arguments about theconsequencesof literacy,seeGoody1977;Ong1982).Foralltheimportanceof readinginscripturaltraditions, given a strong emphasis on divine transcendence, it can also raise serious worries about mediation. The limit case is perhaps that of the Friday Masowe Apostolics of Zimbabwe, who refuse to use the Bible precisely because of the way its mediating role seems to place it between the faithful and direct contact with God (Engelke 2007) . Much of the discussion of reading centres on the cognitive capacities of readers, the referential and denotational functions of language, or problems in the storage and transmission of information.Although these are certainly not irrelevant to the discussion here, they open out onto so many additional directions of inquiry that I have chosen to bracket them for the purposes of this essay.
12 For foundational readings in language ideology, see Kroskrity (2000) ; Schieffelin, Woolard, & Kroskrity (1998) . 13 We might also include here movement across social and geographical space, a crucial conceptual as well as practical feature of evangelical religion (see, e.g., Coleman 2000; Harkness 2010; Robbins 1998), in addition to the shift in semiotic weight from the denotational to indexical or iconic noted above.
14 For an especially insightful discussion of the role played by the sheer materiality of documents in the functioning of an urban bureaucracy, see Hull (2012) .
